CODE OF CONDUCT EN CHON LES PINS***CAMPSITE
PITCHES : The pitches that surround you must under no circumstances be used for car parking, even outside the
months of July and August, please respect the upkeep of the lawns.
One vehicle only is accepted per pitch. Speed limit within the campsite is 10km/h. (think of the children).
CHILDREN : The children must not play near the BBQS, in the sanitary blocks, or on other pitches even if these are
unoccupied, the play areas are designed and planned for them. Parents, please supervise your children.
UNDER 18s : Who are not accompanied by at least one parent, are not admitted.
NOISE : For everyone’s comfort, SCOOTERS AND QUADS prohibition in the Campsite, radios and such are not
tolerated. People returning to the campsite at night must not disturb the other holiday-makers (respect the rest and
relaxation of all). The campsite is closed to traffic from 10.30pm to 7.30pm. The games lobby closes at 11.30pm.
SANITARY BLOCK : There is no hot water between 10.30pm and 7.30pm, (to respect the pitches nearby). The
sanitary blocks are EXCLUSIVELY reserved for the campers. Mobile home holiday –makers as well as yearly owners
are denied access.
BBQS : BBQ use is strictly regulated. There is a purpose built area next to the sanitary block, BBQS must under no
circumstances be held on the pitches and must only be lit with the correct products.
SWIMMING POOL : There is free sunsupervised access, following shower and footbath. The use of shorts or beach
shorts is strictly forbidden, swimming trunks are compulsory. The beach is only accessible to those is swimwear.
FORBIDDEN TO CHILDREN (under 14 yrs) unaccompanied by an adult. Open from 10.30am to 8pm.
ANIMALS : Are accepted upon presentation of proof of vaccination. They must be kept on a lead and must not be
walked within the campsite where any excrement must be cleaned up by the owner. They must not be left alone on
the pitch or in the rental property. Their tollet needs must be met outside of the campsite and the access road
leadint to the campsite.
VISITORS : Are the responsibility of their host. They must inform the campsite of their presence at reception as soon
as they arrive and settle the relevant costs. The visitors are not authorized to use the showers. Their vehicle must be
parked outside the campsite. Any breach of these rules may bead to instant expulsion from the campsite without
reimbursement or other financial settlement.
To participate in the conservation of our campsite, we ask you to be discreet, to respect others and the serenity of
the surrounding nature that we are lucky enough to live in. (Do not leave litter or cigarette butts on the campsite.
Thank you).
Read and agreed to (first name and surname)
Date and signature
PRECAUTIONS REGARDING FIRES
To avoid fires :
-Do not smoke in areas where there are No Smoking signs. (In the rental properties, the sanitary blocks and under the lobby).
-Beware of flamable products.
-Do not tamper with the heating, lighting and other electrical installations.
-Do not use fires : BBQS and open fires are forbidden except in areas specially designed for this purpose.
To facilitate the emergency services :
-Make sure you know the emergency exits and paths leading to them (you will receive a map upon arrival).
-Recognize and respect fire extinguishing appliances.
-Do not obstruct access paths.
-Leave exits clear. Do not park your vehicles in the way of the emergency services.
-Park your caravan in the direction of departure.
In the case of a fire :
-Keep calm. Turn off all gas, electricity, etc…
-Attempt to extinguish the fire in the appropriate manner by stopping the flames at their base.
-Contact, or ask someone else to contact, the campsite managers and fire-brigade (05.58.78.16.00 and 15)
-Evacuate your family using the route that will be given to you by the campsite managers.
-In the case of a fire alarm being heard, evacuate the affected area.
PRECAUTIONS IN THE CASE OF A STORM
-Keep calm. Tie-down and secure all materials (caravans, awnings, tents, utensils, …)
-Take down all overhead installations.
-Ask the campsite managers where the safest sheiter is.
-Turn off all gas and electricity.
-Without delay, ask the campsite managers for the evacuation plan of the campsite.
-Evacuate your family using the route that will be given to you by the campsite managers.

